
CASE STUDY

B2B eCommerce: 
A New Marketing Channel
How B2B eCommerce transformed leading co�ee manufacturer and distributor Toby’s Estate's 
wholesale operations, opening up a new marketing channel and making B2B ordering easier.
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B2B eCommerce changes the way suppliers can 
market to their buyers.
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For manufacturers and distributors selling wholesale, historically the 
opportunities for marketing their products have been limited to e�orts 
around mailers and other physical product collateral, in-store 
merchandising, emails, phone calls, and through sales teams. With the 
advent and rampant growth of B2B eCommerce over the past 5 years, 
however, suppliers have found a new marketing opportunity—one that 
encourages new product exploration and larger orders. 

Whether through the power of email campaigns to drive tra�c directly 
to your portal to buy, optimizing your website for new customer 
acquisition, or the sheer marketing power of the eCommerce browsing 
and buying experience, B2B eCommerce has changed the way suppliers 
are able to market to their buyers.

For many industries, especially food and beverage, product samples 
have historically served as one of the biggest opportunities to market 
new items to wholesale customers. This case study details how co�ee 
manufacturer and distributor Toby’s Estate has been able to transform 
their wholesale business with B2B eCommerce, seeing a surge in their 
customers’ willingness to try new products.

A Neighborhood Co�ee Roaster and Distributor

Originally founded in Australia, the U.S. division of Toby’s Estate serves 
nearly 350 cafes, restaurants and mixed-retail stores across the 
tri-state area of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, and beyond. 
Toby’s Estate roasts all their beans out of their Brooklyn, NY, co�ee 
shop and, despite their growing scope, has managed to maintain a 
friendly, neighborhood feel associated with their brand. They do so by 
placing an emphasis on educating their buyers, regularly inviting 
wholesale customers to join taste tests in their Brooklyn cafe, and 
prioritizing in-person visits to the various shops they service.

Head of Customer Sales, Shannon Hassett, says “Many wholesale 
customers turn to us because they were customers at one of our cafes 
first. They email me after visiting and ask to carry our co�ee in their 
shops.” Hassett focuses on supporting wholesale customers 
throughout the ordering process—which was not always easy.

Navigating Daily Ordering Challenges in the Co�ee Industry

Co�ee wholesalers without B2B eCommerce in place are not 
well-positioned to handle the wholesale ordering problem. Since 
co�ee shops often operate with extremely slim sta�ng, baristas have 
to learn to multitask. “A lot of our customers that order out of their 
co�ee shops are also working the bar or shop floor, so they don’t have 
time to sit down and write orders, and they certainly don’t have time 
to wait for a response to an email with our latest menu selection,” 
explains Hassett. Orders are often being placed during o�-hours or at 
the end of a busy shift, which further delays the fulfillment process.

By the time those orders reached Toby’s Estate, either by phone or 
email, they had to be manually entered into their Quickbooks 
accounting system. The resulting sales orders would then be used to 
generate the next day’s production reports. Since Toby’s Estate roasts 
all their co�ee to order, like many small batch co�ee roasters, delays 
in the ordering process sometimes meant 2-3 days before a 
customer’s co�ee was ready to ship. Not to mention, orders were 
often misconstrued, due to the vagueness around email 
communication. For example, a customer might ask for “10 of 
Brooklyn,” one of their co�ee varieties, and be sent 10 lbs instead of  
10 bags.

Toby’s Estate also o�ers a fluid co�ee selection that changes 
seasonally, requiring a marketing channel that could be updated just as 
frequently. In the past, product samples had proven successful for 
Toby’s Estate, encouraging buyers to place orders for new roasts and 
ensuring positive feelings around the brand overall, but this option was 
not always made known to their wholesale customers who weren’t 
even aware of the new products they were o�ering. The barrier to 
getting samples into their customers’ shops was just too high.

Launching B2B eCommerce to Make Ordering Easier for Everyone

Toby’s Estate originally turned to Handshake because they recognized 
the opportunity of B2B eCommerce to make wholesale ordering easier 
for their customers and back o�ce sta�. The marketing opportunity of 
B2B eCommerce to help customers learn about—and ultimately 
purchase—new products was not yet apparent. In evaluating software 
vendors, they ultimately chose Handshake because our B2B platform is a 
simple, straightforward solution with a clean, user-friendly 
interface—which would make ordering easier on their customers’ end. 
For back o�ce sta�, like Shannon, Handshake’s tight integration with 
Quickbooks automates order entry and e�ectively halves their 
day-to-day order management time commitment.

To promote their new B2B eCommerce portal and mobile app to their 
customers, Toby’s Estate:

• Made reference to the fact that “something new” was about to  
  happen in the coming months, building hype and awareness of their  
  impending ordering change.

• Sent out promotional postcards to shops and stores to announce  
   their new online ordering experience.

• Had Toby’s Estate employees visit cafes to show sta� how to use    
   the Handshake app.

• Continuously mentions the mobile app during onsite Account  
   Manager visits.

• Shares the new app with customers ordering over the phone and   
  email.

For baristas and other sta� members ordering from Toby’s Estate 
customers’ shops and stores, a B2B eCommerce app that can be 
accessed on their smartphones proves to be a very intuitive and familiar 
experience. Since launching Handshake, over 50% of their wholesale 
customer base has adopted the new portal as their primary ordering 
method. Among customers that have adopted their portal and mobile 
app is the progressive employer Google. Toby’s Estate has found tech 
companies like Google especially responsive to the Handshake 
technology, because an intuitive, digital ordering method fits in with the 
way they do business overall. 

The Marketing Opportunity of B2B eCommerce for Product Sampling

One of the greatest benefits Toby’s Estate has seen from Handshake is 
in the area of product sampling. “Our customers don’t always know that 
they can ask for samples of our co�ee,” explains Hassett. “In 
Handshake, now customers can just click on the products they want to 
sample, so it’s become a great marketing channel for us.”

Previously, their wholesale customers were either too timid to ask for 
free product samples, or simply unaware of the products available for 
sampling. To combat this challenge, Toby’s Estate would attempt to 
share new products with their customers through email marketing 
campaigns, with little success. As Hassett describes, “I can send out 40 
emails telling customers about new co�ees and o�er them samples, but 
it’s so much easier for them to just click the product tiles in Handshake 
to see what’s available. It’s a very visual way to see all your options and 
not have to email or call us for more information.”

Customers that order sample bags are much more likely to add new 
products to future orders. And ultimately, Toby’s Estate customers 
sampling their products are engaging with the brand in a new and 
di�erent way—a welcomed activity, according to Hassett: “The more of 
our co�ee they try, the better.” In other words, the more engaged your 
customers are with your products, the more loyalty they’ll establish for 
your brand.

B2B eCommerce and Customer Loyalty

With Handshake, Toby’s Estate has lightened the load of their back 
o�ce sta�, enabling them to transmit wholesale orders faster than 
ever. And, customers seem to appreciate a new way to order their 
co�ee, as well. “We haven’t received any negative feedback on the 
Handshake app, which I believe speaks for itself,” says Hassett. Toby’s 
Estate customers are now self-su�cient. Shannon doesn’t need to 
overdo her manual marketing e�orts anymore—they stumble across 
new products on their own through their B2B eCommerce app and are 
much more comfortable requesting co�ee samples. By providing a 

better ordering experience for their customers, Toby’s Estate is 
making sure they don’t start to look elsewhere to fulfill their co�ee 
orders.

If you’re a manufacturer or distributor looking to capitalize on a new 
marketing channel, B2B eCommerce is worth exploring. Reach out to 
Handshake and schedule a demo of our software today.

Email:                    info@handshake.com
US Toll Free:       +1 (855) 532-9044 
International:     +1 (646) 434-25533

Many wholesale customers turn 

to us because they were 

customers at one of our cafes 

first. They email me after visiting 

and ask to carry our co�ee in 

their shops.

Shannon Hassett 
Head of Customer Sales
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Before Handshake, it was more di�cult for Toby’s Estate’s 
customers to learn about their new products.
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A lot of our customers that order 

out of their co�ee shops are also 
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for a response to an email with 
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Ordering challenges included:

Inability to multitask

O�-hour order placement

Data entry errors

Delayed production & fulfillment

Lack of product sample requests
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Handshake was the B2B eCommerce solution that Toby’s 
Estate buyers and back o�ce sta� were looking for.
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Easier ordering with Handshake
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Order received in 
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After launching B2B eCommerce, Toby’s Estate customers 
have been more willing to try new products.
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for their customers and back o�ce sta�. The marketing opportunity of 
B2B eCommerce to help customers learn about—and ultimately 
purchase—new products was not yet apparent. In evaluating software 
vendors, they ultimately chose Handshake because our B2B platform is a 
simple, straightforward solution with a clean, user-friendly 
interface—which would make ordering easier on their customers’ end. 
For back o�ce sta�, like Shannon, Handshake’s tight integration with 
Quickbooks automates order entry and e�ectively halves their 
day-to-day order management time commitment.

To promote their new B2B eCommerce portal and mobile app to their 
customers, Toby’s Estate:

• Made reference to the fact that “something new” was about to  
  happen in the coming months, building hype and awareness of their  
  impending ordering change.

• Sent out promotional postcards to shops and stores to announce  
   their new online ordering experience.

• Had Toby’s Estate employees visit cafes to show sta� how to use    
   the Handshake app.

• Continuously mentions the mobile app during onsite Account  
   Manager visits.

• Shares the new app with customers ordering over the phone and   
  email.

For baristas and other sta� members ordering from Toby’s Estate 
customers’ shops and stores, a B2B eCommerce app that can be 
accessed on their smartphones proves to be a very intuitive and familiar 
experience. Since launching Handshake, over 50% of their wholesale 
customer base has adopted the new portal as their primary ordering 
method. Among customers that have adopted their portal and mobile 
app is the progressive employer Google. Toby’s Estate has found tech 
companies like Google especially responsive to the Handshake 
technology, because an intuitive, digital ordering method fits in with the 
way they do business overall. 

The Marketing Opportunity of B2B eCommerce for Product Sampling

One of the greatest benefits Toby’s Estate has seen from Handshake is 
in the area of product sampling. “Our customers don’t always know that 
they can ask for samples of our co�ee,” explains Hassett. “In 
Handshake, now customers can just click on the products they want to 
sample, so it’s become a great marketing channel for us.”

Previously, their wholesale customers were either too timid to ask for 
free product samples, or simply unaware of the products available for 
sampling. To combat this challenge, Toby’s Estate would attempt to 
share new products with their customers through email marketing 
campaigns, with little success. As Hassett describes, “I can send out 40 
emails telling customers about new co�ees and o�er them samples, but 
it’s so much easier for them to just click the product tiles in Handshake 
to see what’s available. It’s a very visual way to see all your options and 
not have to email or call us for more information.”

Customers that order sample bags are much more likely to add new 
products to future orders. And ultimately, Toby’s Estate customers 
sampling their products are engaging with the brand in a new and 
di�erent way—a welcomed activity, according to Hassett: “The more of 
our co�ee they try, the better.” In other words, the more engaged your 
customers are with your products, the more loyalty they’ll establish for 
your brand.

B2B eCommerce and Customer Loyalty

With Handshake, Toby’s Estate has lightened the load of their back 
o�ce sta�, enabling them to transmit wholesale orders faster than 
ever. And, customers seem to appreciate a new way to order their 
co�ee, as well. “We haven’t received any negative feedback on the 
Handshake app, which I believe speaks for itself,” says Hassett. Toby’s 
Estate customers are now self-su�cient. Shannon doesn’t need to 
overdo her manual marketing e�orts anymore—they stumble across 
new products on their own through their B2B eCommerce app and are 
much more comfortable requesting co�ee samples. By providing a 

better ordering experience for their customers, Toby’s Estate is 
making sure they don’t start to look elsewhere to fulfill their co�ee 
orders.

If you’re a manufacturer or distributor looking to capitalize on a new 
marketing channel, B2B eCommerce is worth exploring. Reach out to 
Handshake and schedule a demo of our software today.

Email:                    info@handshake.com
US Toll Free:       +1 (855) 532-9044 
International:     +1 (646) 434-25533
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Easy mobile ordering and product sampling helps Toby’s Estate 
drive larger orders and remain a supplier of choice
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and buying experience, B2B eCommerce has changed the way suppliers 
are able to market to their buyers.

For many industries, especially food and beverage, product samples 
have historically served as one of the biggest opportunities to market 
new items to wholesale customers. This case study details how co�ee 
manufacturer and distributor Toby’s Estate has been able to transform 
their wholesale business with B2B eCommerce, seeing a surge in their 
customers’ willingness to try new products.
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Toby’s Estate roasts all their beans out of their Brooklyn, NY, co�ee 
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friendly, neighborhood feel associated with their brand. They do so by 
placing an emphasis on educating their buyers, regularly inviting 
wholesale customers to join taste tests in their Brooklyn cafe, and 
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Head of Customer Sales, Shannon Hassett, says “Many wholesale 
customers turn to us because they were customers at one of our cafes 
first. They email me after visiting and ask to carry our co�ee in their 
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throughout the ordering process—which was not always easy.

Navigating Daily Ordering Challenges in the Co�ee Industry

Co�ee wholesalers without B2B eCommerce in place are not 
well-positioned to handle the wholesale ordering problem. Since 
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all their co�ee to order, like many small batch co�ee roasters, delays 
in the ordering process sometimes meant 2-3 days before a 
customer’s co�ee was ready to ship. Not to mention, orders were 
often misconstrued, due to the vagueness around email 
communication. For example, a customer might ask for “10 of 
Brooklyn,” one of their co�ee varieties, and be sent 10 lbs instead of  
10 bags.
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frequently. In the past, product samples had proven successful for 
Toby’s Estate, encouraging buyers to place orders for new roasts and 
ensuring positive feelings around the brand overall, but this option was 
not always made known to their wholesale customers who weren’t 
even aware of the new products they were o�ering. The barrier to 
getting samples into their customers’ shops was just too high.

Launching B2B eCommerce to Make Ordering Easier for Everyone

Toby’s Estate originally turned to Handshake because they recognized 
the opportunity of B2B eCommerce to make wholesale ordering easier 
for their customers and back o�ce sta�. The marketing opportunity of 
B2B eCommerce to help customers learn about—and ultimately 
purchase—new products was not yet apparent. In evaluating software 
vendors, they ultimately chose Handshake because our B2B platform is a 
simple, straightforward solution with a clean, user-friendly 
interface—which would make ordering easier on their customers’ end. 
For back o�ce sta�, like Shannon, Handshake’s tight integration with 
Quickbooks automates order entry and e�ectively halves their 
day-to-day order management time commitment.

To promote their new B2B eCommerce portal and mobile app to their 
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• Made reference to the fact that “something new” was about to  
  happen in the coming months, building hype and awareness of their  
  impending ordering change.

• Sent out promotional postcards to shops and stores to announce  
   their new online ordering experience.

• Had Toby’s Estate employees visit cafes to show sta� how to use    
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• Continuously mentions the mobile app during onsite Account  
   Manager visits.

• Shares the new app with customers ordering over the phone and   
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For baristas and other sta� members ordering from Toby’s Estate 
customers’ shops and stores, a B2B eCommerce app that can be 
accessed on their smartphones proves to be a very intuitive and familiar 
experience. Since launching Handshake, over 50% of their wholesale 
customer base has adopted the new portal as their primary ordering 
method. Among customers that have adopted their portal and mobile 
app is the progressive employer Google. Toby’s Estate has found tech 
companies like Google especially responsive to the Handshake 
technology, because an intuitive, digital ordering method fits in with the 
way they do business overall. 

The Marketing Opportunity of B2B eCommerce for Product Sampling

One of the greatest benefits Toby’s Estate has seen from Handshake is 
in the area of product sampling. “Our customers don’t always know that 
they can ask for samples of our co�ee,” explains Hassett. “In 
Handshake, now customers can just click on the products they want to 
sample, so it’s become a great marketing channel for us.”

Previously, their wholesale customers were either too timid to ask for 
free product samples, or simply unaware of the products available for 
sampling. To combat this challenge, Toby’s Estate would attempt to 
share new products with their customers through email marketing 
campaigns, with little success. As Hassett describes, “I can send out 40 
emails telling customers about new co�ees and o�er them samples, but 
it’s so much easier for them to just click the product tiles in Handshake 
to see what’s available. It’s a very visual way to see all your options and 
not have to email or call us for more information.”

Customers that order sample bags are much more likely to add new 
products to future orders. And ultimately, Toby’s Estate customers 
sampling their products are engaging with the brand in a new and 
di�erent way—a welcomed activity, according to Hassett: “The more of 
our co�ee they try, the better.” In other words, the more engaged your 
customers are with your products, the more loyalty they’ll establish for 
your brand.

B2B eCommerce and Customer Loyalty

With Handshake, Toby’s Estate has lightened the load of their back 
o�ce sta�, enabling them to transmit wholesale orders faster than 
ever. And, customers seem to appreciate a new way to order their 
co�ee, as well. “We haven’t received any negative feedback on the 
Handshake app, which I believe speaks for itself,” says Hassett. Toby’s 
Estate customers are now self-su�cient. Shannon doesn’t need to 
overdo her manual marketing e�orts anymore—they stumble across 
new products on their own through their B2B eCommerce app and are 
much more comfortable requesting co�ee samples. By providing a 

better ordering experience for their customers, Toby’s Estate is 
making sure they don’t start to look elsewhere to fulfill their co�ee 
orders.

If you’re a manufacturer or distributor looking to capitalize on a new 
marketing channel, B2B eCommerce is worth exploring. Reach out to 
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